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SUBNORMAL WEIGHTED SHIFTS  AND ASYMPTOTIC
PROPERTIES  OF  NORMAL  OPERATORS

J.  J.  BASTIAN  AND  K.  J.  HARRISON

Abstract. By Fuglede's theorem, an operator which commutes

with a normal operator N must also commute with all spectral pro-

jections of TV. We show that only in special cases is the theorem true

when "near-commutativity" replaces "commutativity". We show

too that the restriction of a normal operator to an almost reducing

subspace may be far from all normal operators on the subspace.

Introduction. One of the formulations of the Fuglede theorem is that

if N is a normal operator on a Hubert space and A is an operator such that

NA = AN, then E(Sf)A= AE(Sf) where £ is the unique spectral measure

associated with N and S? is an arbitrary Borel subset of the plane. It is

not unreasonable to conjecture an asymptotic generalization of this fact.

That is, if N is a normal operator, Sf a Borel subset of the plane, and A

an operator such that \\NA-AN\\ is small, then \\AE(Sr0)-E(Sr°)A\\

is small. Precisely, for every positive number £, there exists a positive

number Ô such that ||/Wl-/l/V||<ó implies \\Ei^)A-AEi^)\\<e.

In the same vein, it is very easy to show that if TV is a normal operator

and JT is a subspace that reduces N, then N restricted to Jf is also a

normal operator. Again an asymptotic generalization of this fact may

be conjectured as follows: If N is a normal operator and P is a projection

onto a subspace Jf" which "almost" reduces N, then the compression of

N to Jf" is not far from the set of normal operators on Jf"; i.e., for every

positive number e, there exists a positive number <5, such that || NP—PN\\ <

6 implies inf{||/>A,/,jran(/>) —A/'||}<£, where the infimum is taken over all

normal operators N' on J*T.

In this paper it is shown that both conjectures are true in finite-dimen-

sional Hubert space, and both are false in infinite-dimensional Hubert

space.
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Finite-dimensional spaces.

Theorem 1. If N is a normal operator on a finite-dimensional Hilbert

space, and if e>0, then there exists a ó>0 such that if A is an operator

satisfying \\NA-AN\\<b then \\AE(S^)-E(St°)A\\<E, where E is the unique

spectral measure associated with N and ¿f is an arbitrary Borel subset of

the plane.

Proof. Since there are only finitely many spectral projections, and

since every spectral projection is a polynomial in the operator A', it is

sufficient to show that if \\NA—AN\\ is small then \\NlA—AN*\\ is small

for each t in a finite set of positive integers. An easy calculation shows that

WWA-AN'W^tWNV^WNA-ANW, and the theorem is proved.
The following lemma is well known but has not appeared in print

before. The proof is due to Halmos. A similar but nonequivalent statement

was proved by W. A. J. Luxemburg and R. F. Taylor [2] using nonstandard

analysis. The methods used in the proof below may be easily adapted to

give the result of Luxemburg and Taylor.

Lemma 1. If' M: is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, and if £>0, then

there exists a b>0such that \\A*A—AA*\\ <ófor any contraction A implies

there exists a normal operator N satisfying \\N—A\\ <e.

Proof. Let X he the unit ball in the (normed) space of operators on

Jt. For each A in X write f(A)=\\A*A —AA*\\. Then / is a real-valued

continuous function on a compact metric space. Let^V = {A e X:f(A)=0}.

Clearly .4 ' is the set of all normal operators in X. Let

Jt = {A e X: \\A - N\\ = e for ail N in JT).

Then ,^ is a compact subset of X on which/does not vanish. Let b =

inf{f(A):A e Jt). Then ö>0 and iff(A)<b for A in X then A is not in

Jt'. That is, there exists a normal operator N such that \\A—N\\<e.

A short description of the lemma is: "Almost" normal operators are

"near" normal operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space.

Theorem 2. If N is a normal operator on a finite-dimensional Hilbert

space .'//', and if e>0, then there exists a d>0 such that \\NP—PN\\<ó

for some projection P implies inf{\\PNP\r¡i¡itr) — N'\\}<e where the infimum

is taken over all normal operators on N' ran(P).

Proof. Let P he any projection on :'/f, and let Jf denote ran(P).

Then N has a 2x2 operator matrix representation in the decomposition

of .// into .*" and r£x, say N=(¿ '/,) where A = PNP\tanUI). Since N is

normal, it follows that A*A-AA* = BB*-C*C. Thus'|M*/4-/i/l*||<

lltflp+IICU2.   Since  P  has   the  representation   (J %),   it  follows   that
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||/v7>-/>/V||=sup{||5||, ||C||}. Hence, if \\NP-PN\\ is small, then A is
"almost" normal. By Lemma I, A is "near" a normal and the proof is

complete.

Infinite-dimensional spaces. In this section a normal operator is con-

structed on an infinite-dimensional Hubert space which serves as a

counterexample to both asymptotic generalizations. The primary tools

are subnormal weighted shifts, the properties of their minimal normal

extensions, and the following lemma which is due to Halmos.

Lemma 2. If S is the unilateral shift on a separable Hilbert space, N

a normal operator, and C a compact operator, then \\S—(N+C)\\¿zl.

Proof. Suppose there exists a normal operator N and a compact

operator C such that \\S—(N+C)\\<1. Since N can be approximated

arbitrarily closely by an invertible normal operator, we may assume that

N is invertible. Since ||/-S*(AM-C)||<1, it follows that S*(N+C) is

invertible, and hence that ker(N+C)=0. By an easy application of the

Fredholm alternative, it follows that A^+C is invertible, and hence that

S* is invertible, which is false. The proof of the lemma is complete.

A moment's glance at the proof reveals that the same statement is

true for any nonunitary isometry. By consideration of the zero operator,

the lemma implies that the distance from the unilateral shift to the set of

operators of the form "normal plus compact" is equal to 1.

Theorem 3. There exist a normal operator N with spectral measure E,

a sequence of nonzero projections {Pk}k=0, and a Borel subset ¿f of the unit

disk, with the following properties:

(1) ran(Pk) is invariant under N for k=0, 1, 2, • • • .

(2) \\NPt-PkN\\-*Oask-~oo.

(3) inf{||A/|ran(/, ) —/v"||}^l where the infimum is taken over all normal

operators N' on the ran(Pk), k=0, 1, 2, • • ■.

(4) \\E(Sr°)Pk-PkE(Sr*)W£ll2irfor k=0, 1, 2, • • •.

Proof. Consider the sequence {f¿k}k=0 of probability measures on the

unit interval defined by

dpk(t) = (k + l)(l - t2)':2t-dt.

Let X denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. Let k he a

fixed positive integer, and let Nk be the position operator on ^2(A, vk),

where A is the unit disk and vk is the Cartesian product measure pkxÂ

on the Borel subsets of the disk. For each positive integer n let fin he

function defined by fn(z)=zn, and let e,=fj\\fj. Let M\vk) he the
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subspace spanned by the orthonormal set {en}%=0. Let Ak denote the restric-

tion of Nk to the invariant subspace J^2(vk). Then, relative to the ortho-

normal basis {en}"=0, Ak is a weighted shift, and by a result of Berger

[1, pp. 895-897], its weight sequence {a*}£L0 is defined by a*=p*+1/p*,

where p*=(j"J t2n dpk(t))112. It is easy to see that by the choice of the

measure pk,

a* = (in + l)/(» + k + 2))1'2.

Since lim„{a*}=l, it follows that S—Ak is compact and ||/4J = 1.

Let Qk be the projection of &2(vk) onto Ji?2(vk). As previously noted,

ran(Qk) is invariant under A7* (i). Then each Nk has a 2 x 2 operator matrix

representation in the decomposition of Jk?2(vk) into 3^2(vk) and 3^2(vk)L,

say

H'c}
Since A/* is normal, it is easy to see that \\Bk\\z=\\AkAk—AkAk\\. Since

Qk has the 2 x 2 matrix representation (J °0), it follows that

\\NkQk - QkNkf = \\A*kAk - AkA*k\\.

However, A*Ak—AkA* is a diagonal operator with eigenvectors the

orthonormal basis {en}"=0, and eigenvalues {/3*}"=0, where

ßt = (k + l)/(« + k + 2)(n + k + 1),       n = 0, 1, 2, • • •.

Thus, \\AtAk-AkAt\\-*0 as rc—oo and this implies that IIA^Ôfc-ôiAy-^O

as rt->-co (ii). Since S—Ak is compact and Nk\r!ia{Qk)=Ak, Lemma 2 implies

that

(»O U^lran«?*. " ^1  =  »

for all normal operators N' on ran(gi) for each fixed positive integer k.

Let y={z=íeí9:0<r=l,-7r/4<e<7r/4}, and let £* denote the

spectral measure associated with the normal operator Nk. Let / be the

vector in S^2(vk) defined by f(z)=z. It will be shown that

\\(Ek(<f)Qk - QkEk(^))f\\ = (1/27T) ll/ll.

This will establish that ||£t(^)ßt-ßt£t(«^)||^l/2w (iv).

It is clear that Ek(¡f) is multiplication by the characteristic function

ly of the set ¡f on ££\vk). Since Qkf=f, it follows that

(Ek(^)Qk - QkEk(^))f= (I - Qk)(xyf)-
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Since the vector/defined by/(z)=z is orthogonal to raniQk), the asser-

tion will be established if it can be shown that

ll/.k*-/))lfc(l/2ir)|/|-|/(.
However,

(&>/)■/) -j/ *«(*) = ¡M j"'/" de) (jr<* «¡a«)) ,

Since ||/||2=|| / ||2=JA |z|2 dvk(z)=$x012 dpk(t), the assertion is proved.

Let N be the infinite direct sum of the normal operators {Nk}k=0, i.e.,

N=Ik°=o © Nk. Let Pk he the projection defined by Pk=IT=o © ¿«ô;,

for k=0, 1, 2, • • •. Then it follows that the spectral measure of N is the

direct sum of the spectral measures Ek of the normal operators Nk. By (i)

it follows that ran(Pk) (=van(Qk)) is invariant under Nfor k=0, 1,2, — .

By (ii),

||A7>, - /yV|| = \\NkQk - QkNk\\ - 0   as k - oo.
By (iii),

for all normal operators N' on the ran (Pk). By (iv),

\\E(9>)Pk - PkE(<f)\\ = \\Ek(¡T)Qk - QkEkWW ^ 1/2,7.

The theorem is proved.
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